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Abstract

The numerical calculation of electron inelastic mean free path and stopping
power from an optical-data model recently proposed by Fernandez-Varea
et al. is described in detail. Explicit expressions ror the one-electron total
cross sections of the two-modes model of the free-electron gas and the 8-
oscillator are derived. The inelastic mean free path and the stopping power
are obtained as integrals of these one-electron total cross sections weighted
by the optical oscillator strength. The integrals can be easily evaluated, with
a selected accuracy, by using the FORTRAN 77 subroutine GABQ described
here, which implements a 20-point Gauss adaptive bipartition quadrature
method. Source listings of FORTRAN 77 subroutines to compute the one-
electron total cross sections are also given.



1 Introduction

In this report we describe in detail the numerical calculation of inelastic mean free path

and stopping power for electrons in solids from the optical-data model proposed in ref.

[1], hereafter referred to as Rl. The theory described in Rl applies to non-relativistic

electrons with kinetic energy £ in a homogeneous isotropic medium. The stopping

medium is characterized by the number AT of atoms or molecules per unit volume and

the optical oscillator strength (00S) df(W')/dW, obtained from available optical and

photoelectric data. Notice that

N = NA-£-, (1)
where Ar

A = 6.02214 x 1023 is Avogadro's number, p is the mass density of the medium

and Am is its atomic or molecular weight. The OOS is normally given in tabular form;

we handle it as a continuous function of W by using linear interpolation on a log-log

representation.

In section 2 we present the basic formulae derived in Rl, in a form suited for nu-

merical evaluation. Explicit analytical expressions for the one-electron cross sections

obtained from the two adopted extension algorithms (i.e. the 6-oscillator and the two-

moues model of the free-electr•;> gas) are given in section 3. The numerical evaluation

of integrals is described in se »• a 4. In section 5, first order relativistic corrections are

introduced so as to extend . •; iidity of the calculations to energies of the order of a

few hundred keV.

2 Basic defmr;: jns

Each inelastic interaction i. characterized by the energy loss W and the recoil energy

Q, which is defined by

Q= l— = 2E-W-2y/E(E-W)cos0, (2)

where q = p — p' is the momentum transfer, m is the electron mass and 6 is the

scattering angle (see figure 1). For a given W, the kinematically allowed recoil energies

lie in the interval between Q_ = Q{WJ = 0) and Q+ = Q(W,6 = ir). We have
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Figure 1: Kinematics of inelastic collisions.

It car. be easily shown that kinematically allowed interactions correspond to points

(Q, W) in the region limited by the Q-axis and the curve

W = 2y/EQ - Q. (4)

The atomic differential cross section (DCS) obtained from our optical-data model

can be written in the form (see eqs. (29) and (30) in Rl)

)
dQdW Jo dW dQdW

where

is the one-electron DCS, i.e. the exchange corrected DCS for the excitation of an electron

(properly speaking, a unit strength oscillator) with excitation energy W in the Q = 0

limit. Here

Q = T- (n
In the calculations we use the numerical value ne4 = 651.4091 (eV-A)2. The factor

Cex in eq. (6) stands for the Ochkur exchange correction. The one-electron generalized

oscillator strength (GOS) F(W; Q, W) defines the extension algorithm used to generate

the GOS from the OOS. The extension algorithm is the <5-oscillator GOS when W > Ws

and the two-modes GOS model of the free-electron gas when W < Ws, with a switch

resonance energy Wt determined as indicated in Rl.

The energy loss DCS is defined by

da
dW ~~



where (?_ and Q+ are the minimum and maximum kinematically allowed recoil energies

as given in eq. (3).

The inelastic mean free path A and the stopping power 5 are obtained as

A"1 = Na(0) and 5 = AV(1) (9)

with

Jo

cr'0' is the total inelastic cross section and CT'1' is the stopping cross section. Eq. (10)

can be written in the more convenient form

er ' =

where

a[n){W) = Fm"(W ) Wnåu\^ åW = [Wm"{W)dWWn [Q* d(
Jo dW Jo JQ-

are the one-electron total cross sections for electrons with resonance energy W.

3 One-electron cross sections

3.1 6-oscillator

The GOS for a 6-oscillator with resonance energy W is denned as

FS(W- Q, W) = 6(W - W) Q{W - Q) + 6{W - Q) Q{Q - W), (13)

where 0 is the unit step function [0(x) = 0 if x < 0 and =1 if x > 0]. The first and

second terms in this expression correspond to distant ("resonance") and close (binary)

collisions respectively. This one-electron GOS is schematically represented in figure 2.

The one-electron DCS. eq. (6), for a (5-oscillator takes the form (eq. (34) in Rl)

6(W-W')e(W'-Q)

6{W-Q)Q{Q-W). (14)

dQdW WQ [ E

Q . ( Q
E + W'-W
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Figuie 2: One-electron GOS of a ^-oscillator with resonance energy W.

The corresponding one-electron energy loss DCS can be split into contributions from

distant (dis) and close (do) interactions:

dW dW

The contribution of distant interactions is given by

1

(15)

ÅW

' \ W'2 — O2 W - O 1
In ( ~) + W

 2E*- - ^-Y^\ m - W), (16)

where Q- = Q(W, 8 — 0) (see figure 2). The energy loss DCS for ciose collisions is

dW
i? T T TO 1 -

W

E + W'-W

w
Q{W-W). (17)

Notice that when W <C E — W, this last expression reduces to the non-relativistic

Möller DCS. The maximum allowed energy loss is

- EF, (E (18)



where Ef is the Fermi energy of the material.

The one-electron total cross sections a\ . eq. (12). with n = 1, 2 are obtained as

where

aB
k

)(H")=/
JO

(20)

are the contributions due to distant (k = udis") and close (k ="do") interactions. The

integrals in eq. (20) are all elementary; explicitly, we have

W' W*-Q2_ W'-QJ

W-Ql W'-Q.

-ffl.cn = e [-±
and

J"

(22)

(23)

(24)

> W; otherwise they all vanish.

The FORTRAN 77 subroutine DOEL, listed in the appendix, computes one-electron

total cross sections according to these formulae. The input parameters are the resonance

energy W (=WR), the Fermi energy Ep (=EF) and the kinetic energy in excess of the

Fermi energy E — E? (=EK), all in eV. The output values are the one-electron cross

sections a\0' (=CSO) and <7j (=CSi) in Å2 and eV-Å2 respectively. This subroutine has

been used to produce the data given in table 1.

3.2 Two-modes model

The two-modes GOS model of the free-electron gas with plasmon energy W is given by

; Q, W) = [1 - g(Q)) 6(W - WT(Q)) + g(Q) 6{W - Q), (25)

where

(26)



Table 1: One-electron total cross sections computed from the ^-oscillator GOS model
with different resonance energies W. The Fermi energy used in the calculations is Ep —
10 eV. The usual computer exponential notation is used, e.g. 2.93E-2=0.0293.

w
(eV)

100

1000

10000

100000

E-EF

(eV)

100

200

500

1000
2000
5000

10000
20000
50000

100000
200000

1000
2000
5000

10000
20000
50000

100000
200000

10000
20000
50000

100000
200000
100000
200000

<T|0> non-rel.

(Å2)

2.93E-2
5.66E-2
4.19E-2
2.74E-2
1.66E-2
8.03E-3
4.50E-3
2.49E-3
1.12E-3
6.05E-4
3.25E-4
1.17E-4
5.66E-4
4.23E-4
2.76E-4
1.67E-4
8.04E-5
4.51E-5
2.49E-5
3.99E-7
5.66E-6
4.23E-6
2.76E-6
1.67E-6
1.29E-9
5.66E-8

a\0) relativ.

(Å2)

2.93E-2
5.67E-2
4.19E-2
2.75E-2
1.67E-2
8.13E-3
4.62E-3
2.62E-3
1.26E-3
7.65E-4
5.01E-4
1.17E-4
5.69E-4
4.28E-4
2.82E-4
1.74E-4
9.03E-5
5.65E-5
3.78E-5
4.05E-7
5.87E-6
4.68E-6
3.39E-6
2.46E-6
1.47E-9
7.63E-8

a\ non-rel.

(eV-Å2)

2.93E+0
5.88E+0
4.64E+0
3.21E+0
2.05E+0
1.06E+0
6.20E-1
3.55E-1
1.66E-1
9.20E-2
5.05E-2
1.17E-1
5.87E-1
4.68E-1
3.22E-1
2.06E-1
1.06E-1
6.20E-2
3.55E-2
3.99E-3
5.86E-2
4.68E-2
3.23E-2
2.06E-2
1.29E-4
5.86E-3

a|x) relativ.

(eV-Å2)

2.93E+0
5.88E+0
4.65E+0
3.22E+0
2.06E+0
1.07E+0
6.36E-1
3.74E-1
1.89E-1
1.18E-1
7.96E-2
1.17E-1
5.89E-1
4.73E-1
3.30E-1
2.16E-1
1.20E-1
7.87E-2
5.53E-2
4.05E-3
6.08E-2
5.20E-2
4.01E-2
3.12E-2
1.47E-4
7.98E-3



The parameters .4 and B are defined by eqs. (21 )-(23) in Rl. For the sake of calculation

simplicity, here we use the simpler formulae

.4(W") = 2/3 if W < 0.62. (27a)

A(W) = 0.9069 + 0.3577u.-2 - 1.565-:3 + 1.478--4 - 0.4524u.-5 if \\" > 0.62 (27b)

and

with

B{W) = 0.2598 + 0.3532 u;- i (27c)

(27d)

The relative differences between the values of A obtained from the approximate ex-

pression (27b) and from eq. (21a) in Rl are of the order of 10~4; expression (27c) is

exact (i.e. it agrees with eq. (21c) in Rl). The dependence of the coefficients A and B

on the plasmon energy W is shown in figure 3. It is seen that both are of order unity.

However, it should be observed that the results of the Lindhard theory are only roughly

approximated by setting A = B = 1.

2

B

o -i_i 1111 i • i i i

10 1 10

W (eV)
10

Figure 3: Parameters A and B of the two-modes model of the free-electron gas as
functions of the plasmon energy W.



The one-electron GOS given by eq. (25) is represented in figure 4. The branch

W — W + BQ corresponds to plasmon excitation; the cutoff recoil energy for plasmon-

like excitations. Qc, is determined by the condition

g(Qc) = 1 or (^j -\(1 + w>)=0' (28)

This equation can be solved analytically to give

1/3

2.4 1 + V ~ 27.4

1/3"

(29)

The branch W = Q corresponds to electron-hole excitations (binary collisions); it has

unit strength for W > Qc.

w

kmin
Figure 4: Two-modes GOS model of the free-electron gas with plasmon energy W.

The one-electron energy loss DCS for the two-modes GOS model can be split into

contributions from plasmon-like (pi), hard electron-hole (heh) and soft electron-hole

(seh) excitations:

dW dW dW dW
(30)



As mentioned above, the kinematically allowed excitations correspond to points

{Q, \Y) in the region limited by the (^-axis and the conservation curve given by eq.

(4). Hence, plasmon-like excitations do not occur for projectiles with energies E <

(B + 1)\V since, in this case, the conservation curve does not cross the resonance curve.

H" = W + BQ. For higher energies, the conservation and resonance curves intersect at

the points

y/E-jB

Therefore, the allowed energy losses in plasmon-like excitations lie in the interval from

Wmn(W') = W'+BQmin (32)

to

V) = min{£ - EF, W + BQC, W + BQ^}. (33)

The one-electron energy loss DCS for plasmon-like excitations is

-[l-g(Q))f>(W-WT(Q))dQ
AW 7Q_ Wi

= \W(W -W) ~ WID + W)) ' ^ ^

where

The one-electron energy loss DCSs for hard (W > Qc) and soft (W < Qc) electron-

hole excitations, including Ochkur's exchange correction, are given by

1 (36)
AW G W*

and
d<r1,seh(H'') „ A W

= GåW W'2 W + W
W (W

E-W \E*w)\ <»>
respectively. The maximum energy loss for electron-hole excitations is

(38)

The one-electron total cross sections a["K eq. (12), with n = 1, 2 are obtained as

*|B) = *i?A + * h + ̂ i i h - (39)

10



For plasmon-like interactions we have

i , (\v-\v

Mm..

Mm-n

if (40)

or

w
2 " i i H ' m "

i f D =

and

(Vr - U") - C | f^(D + W)2 - 2D(D + W)

- 2W [W - D ln(D + W)\ + Wa]n(D + W)\] (42)

When the kinetic energy of the projectile is larger than Qc + Ep, the contributions

of hard electron-hole excitations are given by (cf. eqs. (23) and (24))

and

>$L(W) = ö [inW + +E-W

The contributions of soft electron-hole excitations are

W'm«

Qc

(43)

(44)

åW
åW. (45)

Explicit analytical formulae for these integrals, with n = 0 and 1, are obtained by noting

that expression (37) decomposes into the following partial fractions [2]

ÅW
g

W'2
W 1 W3

W 2 W2

W'+W ' £+H 7 / \ ( £ - H )̂2

1 / W* W3 M
E-w

W'+W + E-WJ\ ' (46)

The resulting formulae are programmed in the FORTRAN 77 subroutine TMEL, listed

in the appendix, which computes the one-electron total cross sections (39). The input

parameters are the same as in subroutine DOEL, i.e. the resonance energy W (=WR),

11



the Fermi energy Ep (=EF) and the kinetic energy above Fermi level E — Ep (=EK), all

in eV. The output quantities are the one-electron cross sections a\0' (=CSO) and a}1'

(=CS1) in A2 and eV-A2 respectively. This subroutine has been used to calculate the

data shown in table 2.

4 Evaluation of integrals

In practice, the '"experimental" 00S is given in tabular form. In the calculations re-

ported in Rl, we obtain the 00S by means of linear interpolation between the tabulated

values on a log-log representation. This was motivated by the fact that the OOS be-

tween and above bound-shell absorption edges nearly follows a power law, i.e. the plot

of the OOS on log-log representation is nearly linear. Thus, by using this interpolation

method, we minimize the number of tabulated points needed to get the OOS with the

required accuracy. With the aid of subroutines DOEL and THEL, the integrands in eq.

(11) are then easily evaluated for any energy of the projectile. The only tool needed to

complete the calculation of electron mean free paths and stopping powers is an integra-

tion routine. The FORTRAN 77 subroutine GABQ listed in the appendix is well suited

for our purposes.

This integration routine uses the 20-point Gauss method [3] with an adaptive bipar-

tition scheme to allow for error control. It is comparatively fast and able to deal even

with functions that have (integrable) singularities located at the ends of the interval.

The Gauss method gives an estimate of the integral of a function f(x) over an interval

(ii, iu) , which is obtained as a weighted sum of function values at given points inside

the interval. Subroutine GABQ exploits the fact that the error of the calculated value of

the integral decreases when the interval length is reduced. Thus, halving the interval

and applying the Gauss method to each of the two subintervals gives a better estimate

of the integral (provided the function is smooth enough over the initial interval).

The algorithm implemented in subroutine GABQ is is follows. The integration interval

(x\, iu) is successively halved so that each iteration gives a doubly finer partition of the

initial interval. We use the term "n-subinterval" to denote the subintervals obtained in

the nth iteration. In each iteration, the integrals over the different n-subintervals are

12



Table 2: One-electron total cross sections computed from the two-modes GOS model
with different resonance energies W. The Fermi energy used in the calculations is Ep =
10 eV.

w
(eV)

1

10

100

E-EF
(eV)

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

50000

100000

200000

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

50000

100000

200000

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

50000

100000

200000

a\ non-rel.

(Å2)

3.93E+1

2.27E+1

1.05E+1

5.74E+0

3.11E+0

1.37E+0

7.29E-1

3.87E-1

1.67E-1

8.79E-2

4.62E-2

2.26E+0

1.43E+0

7.19E-1

4.10E-1

2.29E-1

1.04E-1

5.67E-2

3.06E-2

1.34E-2

7.18E-3

3.81E-3

4.94E-3

7.69E-3

2.95E-2

2.15E-2

1.37E-2

6.84E-3

3.91E-3

2.19E-3

9.99E-4

5.45E-4

2.95E-4

a\0) relativ.

(Å2)

3.93E+1

2.27E+1

1.05E+1

5.76E+0

3.13E+0

1.39E+0

7.48E-1

4.08E-1

1.90E-1

1.12E-1

7.23E-2

2.26E+0

1.43E+0

7.20E-1

4.12E-1

2.31E-1

1.06E-1

5.82E-2

3.22E-2

1.52E-2

9.12E-3

5.92E-3

4.94E-3

7.70E-3

2.96E-2

2.16E-2

1.37E-2

6.94E-3

4.02E-3

2.30E-3

1.13E-3

6.88E-4

4.53E-4

<T\ non-rel.

(eV-Å2)

5.75E+1

3.41E+1

1.63E+1

9.12E+0

5.03E+0

2.26E+0

1.22E+0

6.55E-1

2.86E-1

1.52E-1

8.05E-2

3.02E+1

1.98E+1

1.04E+1

6.15E+0

3.54E+0

1.66E+0

9.19E-1

5.05E-1

2.26E-1

1.22E-1

6.55E-2

1.75E-1

5.07E-1

4.31E+0

3.14E+0

2.04E+0

1.06E+0

6.19E-1

3.55E-1

1.66E-1

9.20E-2

5.05E-2

a[1] relativ.

(eV-Ä2)

5.75E+1

3.41E+1

1.63E+1

9.15E+0

5.06E+0

2.29E+0

1.25E+0

6.92E-1

3.27E-1

1.96E-1

1.28E-1

3.02E+1

1.98E+1

1.05E+1

6.17E+0

3.56E+0

1.68E+0

9.44E-1

5.33E-1

2.58E-1

1.57E-1

1.04E-1

1.75E-1

5.07E-1

4.32E+0

3.15E+0

2.05E+0

1.07E+0

6.36E-1

3.74E-1

1.89E-1

1.18E-1

7.96E-2
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evaluated by the Gauss method. Consider that the integral over a given n-subinterval

is S\. In the following iteration, this n-subinterval is halved and the integrals over each

of the two resulting (n -f l)-subintervals are evaluated, giving values S\a and Sit. If

S{ — S\a + S\b differs from Si in less than the selected tolerance, S[ is the sought

value of the integral in the considered n-subinterval; the value S[ is then accumulated

and this n-subinterval is no longer considered in subsequent iterations. Each iteration

likely produces new holes (eliminated subintervals) in the regions where the function is

smoother and, hence, the numerical effort progresively concentrates in the regions where

f(x) has stronger variations. The calculation ends when the exploration of the interval

(xi,xu) has been succesfully completed or when a clear indication of an anomalous

behaviour of f(x) is found (e.g. when there is a persistent increase of the number of

remaining n-subintervals in each iteration). In the second case an error message is

printed in unit 6 and the error code IER=1 is returned to the MAIN program.

5 Relativistic corrections

The rigorous relativistic treatment of inelastic collisions of charged particles in solids has

been described by Fano [4] but it is too complicated for our purposes. For the energies

of interest in electron microscopy, of the order of 100 keV, a simpler approach may be

sufficient.

Following Fano [4], the relativistic recoil energy is denned by

Q (Q + 2mc2) = (cq)2 , (47)

so that the Bethe ridge will lie along the line W = Q as in the non-relativistic case. The

quantity me2 = 511 keV is the electron rest energy. Explicitly,

Q{9) -^ yjc2 {p2 + p>2 - 2pp cos 6) + m2c* - me2 (48)

with

(cp)2 = E (E + 2mc2) and {cp'f = {E - W) (E - W + 2mc2) . (49)

The minimum recoil energy for a given energy loss W is

2mc2) - y/{E - W)(E -W + 2mc2)) + m2c4
1/2

- me2, (50)

which reduces to expression (3) in the non-relativistic limit (E <C me2).

14



5.1 Low-Q excitations

Let us first consider excitations of a free-electron gas with Q < Qc (plasmon excitations

and soft electron-hole excitations) and resonance excitations of a <5-oscillator (Q < W).

All these excitations involve only moderately small recoil energies, either because the

corresponding resonance energy is small or because of the ~ Q~l dependence of the

DCS, eq. (6), for a fixed energy loss W.

For projectiles with kinetic energy less than ~ 0.5 MeV, the dominant relativistic

effects on the DCS for low-Q excitations are purely kinematical; transverse interactions,

and the associated density effect, are negligible at these energies. The relativistic DCS

for low-Q excitations is given by [4]

27re4 r 0( Q X\
dQdW mctp WQ dW

where f3 is the velocity of the projectile in units of c, the velocity of light in vacuum,

fvy E(E + 2mc)
~c) ~ (E + m*)* ' { ]

and df(Q, W)/dW is the GOS. The corresponding non-relativistic DCS (as given by

eq. (1) in Rl) can be written as

dVn, _ 27Te< 1 d/(Q t W)
dQdW mvl WQ dW ' ( '

where vpr = (2E/m)1/2 is the non-relativistic velocity of the projectile. From eqs. (51)

and (51'), it is seen that the main relativistic correction on the low-Q DCS consists

in using the correct relativistic velocity. This could have been anticipated from the

beginning since the DCS is determined by the velocity of the projectile rather than by

its kinetic energy (see e.g. ref. [5], section 2.2). The ratio of the relativistic DCS, eq.

(51), and the non-relativistic DCS, eq. (51'), is

2E 2(1 + E/mc*)*
K~ mcW 2 + E/mc* ' ( W )

Accordingly, the relativistic one-electron DCS for low-Q excitations is still given by eq.

(6) with

5 = R"4- (54)

15



To obtain the relativistic one-electron total cross sections we can proceed as before

but using the relativistic formula (50) instead of (3) (and the proper value of Q given by

eq. (54)). For a (5-oscillator, we get exactly the same formulae as in the non-relativistic

case, eqs. (21) and (22).

For the two-modes model we obtain again the same results as in the non-relativistic

calculation (eqs. (40)-(42) and (46)) with the only difference that the minimum energy

loss for plasmon-like excitations VFmin(M
//) is now determined by the intersection of the

resonance line, Q = (W - W')/B, and the curve Q = Q-(W) defined by eq. (50). For

energies below ~ 10 keV, the value of Wm;n( W) so obtained does not depart appreciably

from the non-relativistic value given by eq. (32). For higher energies we can use the

approximation
n VP RW2

Q = IF' (55)

which applies when E > W. For E > 10 keV this condition is clearly satisfied, since the

two-modes model is used only for resonance energies W less than about 100 eV, so that

energy losses in plasmon-like excitations are also of this order of magnitude.

is obtained as the root of the equation

W-W RW2

B 4£ '

which, to first order in W'/E, is

(56)

(57)

Incidentally, we can now compute the electron energy loss (EEL) spectrum in single

inelastic collisions with scattering angle 6 < e^x <C 1, which can be inferred from

EEL measurements. Assuming E > W, only low-Q interactions are involved, and the

spectrum is approximately given by

df(W) \Q(6max)]

Figure 5 shows the non-relativistic and relativistic EEL spectra for electrons in cop-

per (Ep = 7.0 eV), computed from the OOS used in Rl. These spectra have been

obtained by using eq. (58) with the corresponding non-relativistic and relativistic ex-

pressions for Q and Q{6). Notice that the non-relativistic spectrum is given by expression
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(15) in Rl. It is seen that the relativistic correction is far from negligible, but it keeps

the shape of the spectrum essentially unaltered; the major correction arises from the

global kinematical factor R, eq. (53).

8

20 40 60

W (eV)
Figure 5: Single scattering EEL spectra for electrons in Cu (E = 60 keV, C = 0.1
rad). The dashed and continuous curves aie the results of non-relativistic and relativistic
calculations respectively.

5.2 High-Q excitations

When using the two-modes GOS model, excitations of a free-electron gas with Q > Qc

are strictly described as binary collisions with free electrons at rest (W = Q). The

correct relativistic eneigy loss DCS for these collisions, including exchange effects, is

given by the Miller formula

AW

with

1 +

a =

W \2 _ (l-a)W aW2'

E-WJ E-W E2

E

(59)

(60)
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The contribution of these excitations to the total cross sections per electron are

1 1

and

W E - W E

E

1-a, (E-W
In

W

In W + {2-a)]n{E-W)

E2

aW2

2E2

(61)

(62)

By simple analogy, the relativistic energy loss DCS for close collisions with a 6-

oscillator with resonance energy W is (cf. eq. (17))

dW
1 + w

E + W - \

(1 - a)W aW2
Q(W-W).

E + W'-W {E + W'Y

The contributions of close collisions to the one-electron total cross sections are then

1

(63)

_1_
'W + E + W'-W

1-a , fE + W'-W
E + W1' W

aW

W')2 (64)

WI

and

') = G]nW
E + W'

E + W'-W

(2-a)]n(E + W'-W)
aW2

W')2\
(65)

W,

These relativistic corrections have been included in subroutines DOEL and TMEL, but

they act only when the input parameter IREL=1. The relativistic one-electron total

cross sections given in tables 1 and 2 have been calculated by using these subroutines.

Figure 6 shows the mean free path and the stopping power for electrons in silicon,

computed from Bichsel's 00S [6], as functions of the kinetic energy above Fermi level

(Ep = 12.5 eV). This figure clearly illustrates the progressive increase of relativistic

effects with kinetic energy. The stopping powers that result from our relativistic calcu-

lations are in fairly good agreement with the values recommended by Berger and Seltzer

[7] for energies up to ~ 300 keV; this fact demonstrates the reliability of the present

approximate relativistic corrections in this energy range.
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Figure 6: Mean free path A and stopping power S for electrons in Si. The dashed
and continuous curves are results from the non-relativistic and relativistic calculations
respectively. Experimental data for A are from the refs. quoted in Rl. Crosses are
stopping powers from ref. [7].
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Appendix. FORTRAN 77 source listings

SUBROUTINE DOEL. Calculation of one-electron total cross sections for a
^-oscillator.

C
C SUBROUTINE DOEL
C

SUBROUTINE DOEL(WR,EF,EK,CSO,CS1 ,IREL)
C
C nNE-ELECTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS. DELTA-OSCILLATOR GOS
C WITH OCHKUR'S EXCHANGE CORRECTION.
C
C INPUT ARGUMENTS:
C WR RESONANCE ENERGY (EV),
C EF FERMI ENERGY (EV) ,
C EK ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY ABOVE FERMI LEVEL (EV),
C IREL RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS ARE INTRODUCED WHEN
C IREL=1.
C OUTPUT ARGUMENTS:
C CSO TOTAL CROSS SECTION (l.OE-16 CM**2),
C CS1 STOPPING CROSS SECTION (l.OE-16 EV CM**2).
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
CSO=O.ODO
CS1=O.ODO
CS10=O.ODO
CS11=O.ODO
CS20=0.0D0
CS21=0.0D0
E=EK+EF
WMAX=DMIN1(E-EF,0.5D0*(E+WR))
IF(WMAX.LT.WR) RETURN

C
C **** DISTANT INTERACTIONS; EqS. (21) AND (22).
C

IF(IREL.EQ.l) THEN
AREL=(E/(E+5.11D5))**2
FREL=2.ODO*(1.ODO+E/5.11D5)**2/(2.ODO+E/5.11D5)
C0NS=FREL*651.4091D0/E
IF(WR.GT.1.0D-6*E) THEN
QM=DSQRT((DSQRT(E*(E+l.022D6))

1 -DSQRT((E-WR)*(E-WR+1.022D6)))**2+2.61121Dll)-5.11D5
ELSE

QM=O.25DO*FREL*WR*WR/E
END IF

ELSE
AREL=O.0D0
CONS=651.4091DO/E
QM=(DSQRT(E)-DSQRT(E-WR))**2

ENDIF
C

CS11=CONS*(DLOG(WR/QM)+((WR*WR-QM*QM)/(2.0DO*E*E))
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1 -(WR-QH)/E)
CS1O=CS11/WR

C
C **** CLOSE COLLISIONS; EQS. (23) AND (24), (64) AND (65).
C HOLLER CROSS SECTION.
C

EP=E+WR
W=WMAX
CS20=-1.0D0/W+1.0D0/(EP-W)
1 +(1.ODO-AREL)*DLOG((EP-W)/W)/EP+AREL*W/(EP*EP)
CS21=DL0G(W)+(EP/(EP-W))
1 +(2.ODO-AREL)*DLOG(EP-W)+0.5D0*AREL*(W/EP)**2
W=WR
CS20=C0NS*(CS20-(-1.ODO/W+1.ODO/(EP-W)
1 +(1.ODO-AREL)*DLOG((EP-W)/W)/EP+AREL*W/(EP*EP)))
CS21=C0NS*(CS21-(DLOG(W)+(EP/(EP-W))
1 +(2.ODO-AREL)*DLOG(EP-W)+0.5D0*AREL*(W/EP)**2))

C
CS0=CS10+CS20
CS1=CS11+CS21
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TMEL. Calculation of one-electron total cross sections from the two-
modes GOS model.

C **************************************************************
C SUBROUTINE TMEL

SUBROUTINE TMEL(WRJEFJEK,CSO,CS1,IREL)
C
C ONE-ELECTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS. TWO-MODES GOS MODEL WITH
C OCHKUR'S EXCHANGE CORRECTION.
C
C INPUT ARGUMENTS:
C WR RESONANCE ENERGY (EV),
C EF FERMI ENERG/ (EV),
C EK ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY ABOVE FERMI LEVEL (EV),
C IREL RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS ARE INTRODUCED WHEN
C IREL=1.
C OUTPUT ARGUMENTS:
C CSO TOTAL CROSS SECTION (1.0E-16 CM**2),
C CS1 STOPPING CROSS SECTION (1.0E-16 EV CM**2).
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
CSO*O.ODO
CS1=O.ODO
CS10=0.0D0
CS11=O.ODO
CS20=0.0D0
CS21=0.OD0
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E=EK+EF
WR2=WR*WR
AREL=O.ODO
CONS=651.4091DO/E

C
IF(IREL.EQ.l) THEN
AREL=(E/(E+5.11D5))**2
FREL=2.0D0*(1.0D0+E/5.11D5)**2/(2.0D0+E/5.11D5)
CONS=FREL*C0NS

END IF
C
C **** GOS PARAMETERS; EQS. (27) AND (35).
C

W=WR**3.333333333333333D-1
IF(WR.LT.0.6198554D0) THEN
A=6.66666666666666D-1

ELSE
A=O.9069D0+(0.3577D0-(1.565D0-(1.478D0-0.4524D0/W)/W)/W)

1 /(W*W)
ENDIF
B=0.2598D0+0.3532D0*W
C=A/(B*B*WR2)
D=(B-1.0D0)*WR

C **** CUTOFF OF PLASMON-LIKE EXCITATIONS; EQ. (29).
Rl=DSQRT(1.0D0-0.148148148148148D0/A)
QC=WR*((0.5D0*(1.0D0+R1)/A)**0.33333333333333333D0
1 +(0.5D0*(1.0D0-R1)/A)**0.33333333333333333D0)
WC=WR+B*QC

C
C *•** PLASMON-LIKE EXCITATION; EQS. (32), (33), (40)-(42).
C

C1=(B+1.ODO)*WR
IF(E.LE.Cl) GO TO 2
R1=DSQRT(E)
R2=DSQRT(E-C1)
WMIN=WR+B*((R1-R2)/(B+l.ODO)) **2
WMAX=WR+B*((R1+R2)/(B+l.ODO))**2
IFUREL.EQ.1.AND.E.GT.1.0D4) THEN
WMIN=WR*(1.ODO+0.25D0*FREL*B*WR/E)
WMAX-WC

ENDIF
WMAX=DMIN1(E-EF,WC,WMAX)
IF(WMIN.GE.WMAX) GO TO 2

C
W=WMAX
XO=W+D
X1=DLOG(W-WR)
X2=DL0G(W)
X3=DL0G(XO)
Y1=W-D*X3
Y2=X0*(0.5D0*X0-2.ODO*D)+D*D*X3
IF(DABS(B-1.0D0).GT.1.0D-6) THEN
CS10=(X1-X2)/WR-C*(Yl-2.0D0*WR*X3+WR2*(X2-X3)/D)
CS11=X1-C*(Y2-2.ODO*WR*Y1+WR2*X3)

ELSE
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CS10=(X1-X2)/WR-O(W-2.0D0*WR*X2-WR2/W)
CS11=X1-C*(W*(0.5D0*W-2.0D0*WR)+WR2*X2)

END IF
W=WMIN
X0=W+D
X1=DLOG(W-WR)
X2=DL0G(W)
X3=DL0G(XO)
Y1=W-D*X3
Y2=X0*(0.5D0*X0-2.0D0*D)+D*D*X3
IF(DABS(B-1.0DO).GT.1.0D-6) THEN
CS10=C0NS*(CS10-((Xl-X2)/WR-C*(Yl-2.0D0*WR*X3

1 +WR2*(X2-X3)/D)))
CS11=CONS*(CS11-(Xl-C*(Y2-2.0D0*WR*Yl+WR2*X3)))

ELSE
CS10=CONS*(CS10-((X1-X2)/WR-C*(W-2.0DO*WR*X2-WR2/W)))
CS11=CONS*(CS11-(Xl-C*(W*(0.5D0*H-2.0D0*WR)+WR2*X2)))

END IF
C
C **** HIGH-Q ELECTRON-HOLE EXCITATION; EQS. (43) AND (44),
C (61) AND (62).
C

2 CONTINUE
WHAX=DMIN1(E-EF,0.5D0*E)
IF(WHAX.LE.QC) GO TO 3

C **** MÖLLER CROSS SECTION.
W=WMAX
CS2O=-1.0D0/W+1.0DO/(E-W)
1 +(1.ODO-AREL)*DLOG((E-W)/W)/E+AREL*W/(E*E)
CS21=DL0G(W)+(E/(E-W))
1 +(2.ODO-AREL)*DLOG(E-W)+0.5D0*AREL*(W/E)**2
W=QC
CS20=C0NS*(CS2O-(-l.ODO/W+1.ODO/(E-W)
1 +(1.ODO-AREL)*DLOG((E-W)/W)/E+AREL*W/(E*E)))
CS21=C0NS*(CS21-(DL0G(W)+(E/(E-W))
1 +(2.ODO-AREL)*DLOG(E-W)+0.5D0*AREL*(W/E)**2))
WMAX=Q.C

C
C **** LOW-Q ELECTRON-HOLE EXCITATION; EQS. (45) AND (46).
C

3 W=WMAX
H1=1.ODO/(E+WR)
H2=H1*H1
SIO=-1.0DO*DL0G(E-W)
SI1=E*SIO-W
SI2=E*SI1-W**2/2.ODO
SI3=E*SI2-W**3/3.0D0
SI4=E*SI3-W**4/4.0D0
SJ0=1.0D0/(E-W)
SJ1=E*SJO-SIO
SJ2=2.ODO*E*SJ1-W**2*SJO
SJ3=(3.0D0*E*SJ2-W**3*SJ0)/2.0D0
SJ4=(4.ODO*E*SJ3-W**4*SJO)/3.ODO
SKO=DLOG(WR+W)
SK1=W-WR*SKO
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SK2=W**2/2.ODO-WR*SK1
SK3=W**3/3.0D0-WR*SK2
SK4=W**4/4.0D0-WR*SK3
CS3OA=SK1-SK2*H1+SK3*H2-SI2*H1+SI3*H2+SJ3*H1
CS31A=SK2-SK3*H1+SK4*H2-SI3*H1+SI4*H2+SJ4*H1
SIO=-1.0DO*DLOG(E)
SI1=E*SIO
SI2=E*SI1
SI3=E*SI2
SI4=E*SI3
SJO=1.0DO/E
SJ1=E*SJO-SIO
SJ2=2.ODO*E*SJ1
SJ3=(3.ODO*E*SJ2)/2.ODO
SJ4=(4.0D0*E*SJ3)/3.0D0
SKO=DLOG(WR)
SK1=-WR*SKO
SK2=-WR*SK1
SK3=-WR*SK2
SK4=-WR*SK3
CS3OB=SK1-SK2*H1+SK3*H2-SI2*H1+SI3*H2+SJ3««H1
CS31B=SK2-SK3*H1+SK4*H2-SI3*H1+SI4*H2+SJ4*H1
CS30=CDNS*(A/WR2)*(CS30A-CS30B)
CS31=C0NS*(A/WR2)*(CS31A-CS31B)

CS0=CS10+CS20+CS30
CS1=CS11+CS21+CS31
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GABQ. Gauss adaptive-bipartition quadrature.

C
C SUBROUTINE GABQ
C **************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GABQ(FCT,XL,XU,SUM,TOL,IER)
C
C THIS INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE APPLIES THE GAUSS METHOD WITH
C AN ADAPTIVE-BIPARTITION SCHEME.
C FCT IS THE (EXTERNAL) FUNCTION BEING INTEGRATED OVER THE
C INTERVAL (XL.XU). SUM IS THE RESULTANT VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL.
C TOL IS THE TOLERANCE, I.E. MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR REQUIRED
C ON THE COMPUTED VALUE (SUM). TOL SHOULD NOT EXCEED 1.0D-13.
C IER IS AN ERROR CONTROL PARAMETER; ITS OUTPUT VALUE IS
C IER=O IF THE INTEGRATION ALGORITHM HAS BEEN ABLE TO GET THE
C REQUIRED ACCURACY AND IER=1 OTHERWISE.
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(1O),W(1O),S(128),SN(128),L(128),LN(128)

C *•** PRINTED OUTPUT OF PARTIAL RESULTS: SET IWR=1.
DATA IWR/O/
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**** COEFFICIENTS FOR GAUSS 20-POINT INTEGRATION.
DATA NP,NP2,NP4/10,20,40/

**** ABSCISAS.
DATA X/7.6526521133497334D-02,2.2778585114164508D-01,
1 3.7370608871541956D-01,5.1086700195082710D-01,
2 6.3605368072651503D-01,7.4633190646015079D-01,
3 8.3911697182221882D-01,9.1223442825132591D-01,
4 9.6397192727791379D-01,9.9312859918509492D-01/

**** WEIGHTS.
DATA W/l.5275338713072585D-01,1.4917298647260375D-01,
1 1.4209610931838205D-01.1.3168863844917663D-01,
2 1.1819453196151842D-01,1.0193011981724044D-01,
3 8.3276741576704749D-02,6.2672048334109064D-02,
4 4.0601429800386941D-02,1.7614007139152118D-02/

**** CORRECTED TOLERANCE.
CTOL=DMAX1(TOL,1.OD-13)
PTOL=0.01DO*CTOL
ERR=1.0D35
H=XU-XL

IF(IWR.EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(6,10)

10 F0RMAT(///5X,'GAUSS ADAPTIVE-BIPARTITION QUADRATURE')
WRITE(6,11) XL,XU,TOL

11 FORMAT(/5X,'XL = '.1P.E15.8,', XU = ',E15.8,\ TOL = '
1 E8.1)
END IF
IER=O

•*** GAUSS INTEGRATION FROM XL TO XU.
A=0.5D0*(XU-XL)
B=0.5D0*(XL+XU)
C=A*X(1)
D=W(1)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-O)
DO 1 11=2,NP
C=A*X(I1)

1 D=D+W(I1)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-C))
SUM=D*A

**** ADAPTIVE BIPARTITION SCHEME.
ICALL=NP2
LH=1
S(1)=SUM

HO=H
H=0.5D0*H
ASUM=SUM
LHN=O
DO 5 1=1,LH
K=L(I)
SI-S(I)
XA=XL+(K-1)*HO
XB=XA+H
XC=XA+HO
A=0.5D0*(XB-XA)
B=0.5D0*(XB+XA)
C=A*X(1)
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D=W(1)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-O)
DO 3 12=2,NP
C=A*X(I2)

3 D=D+W(I2)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-C))
S1=D*A
A=O.5DO*(XC-XB)
B=O.5DO*(XC+XB)
C=A*X(1)
D=W(1)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-C))
DO 4 13=2,NP
C=A*X(I3)

4 D=D+W(I3)*(FCT(B+C)+FCT(B-C))
S2=D*A
ICALL=JCALL+NP4
S12=S1+S2
SUM=SUM+S12-SI
IF(DABS(S12-SI).LT.DMAXl(PT0L*DABS(S12),1.0D-35)) GO TO 5
LHN=LHN+2
IF(LHN.GT.128.0R.ICALL.GT.9999) GO TO 8
SN(LHN)=S2
LN(LHN)=K+K
SN(LHN-1)=S1
LN(LHN-1)=LN(LHN)-1

5 CONTINUE
ERR=DABS(SUM-ASUM)/DMAXl(DABS(SUM),1.OD-35)
IF(IWR.EQ.l) WRITE(6,12) ICALL,SUM,ERR,LHN

12 F0RMAT(5X,'N = ',15,', SUM = ',1P,E19.12,', ERR = \E8.1,
1 ', LH = ',13)
IF(ERR.GT.CTOL.AND.LHN.GT.O) GO TO 6
IF(IWR.EQ.l) WRITE(6,13)

13 FORMAT(5X,'END OF GAUSS-BIPARTITION PROCEDURE'///)
RETURN

6 LH=LHN
DO 7 1=1,LH
S(I)=SN(I)

7 L(I)=LN(I)
GO TO 2

**** WARNING (LOW ACCURACY) MESSAGE.
8 WRITE(6,14)
14 FORMAT(/5X,'*** LOW ACCURACY IN SUBROUTINE GABQ.')

WRITE(6,11) XL.XU.TOL
WRITE(6,15) SUM,ERR

15 F0RMAT(5X,'SUM = '.1P.E19.12,', ERR = ',E8.1//)
IER=1
RETURN
END
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